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MOBILE ACCESS CHALLENGES 

Mobile technology continues to set new benchmarks in 2017  

as the number of mobile phone users worldwide approaches 

4.77 billion.1 More apps, device types, features, and capabilities 

make us even more productive and more connected – but they 

also expose users and organizations to more threats.  

 

A major attack vector, identity is a particular challenge for mobile 

technology’s distinct set of risks that range from physical device 

loss or theft to remote access via unprotected networks.  

 

As once-defined network borders blur with the plethora of     

mobile endpoints and millions of digital identities, mobile access 

that is convenient and secure is critical. In order to be effective, 

though, you must be aware of mobile-specific challenges.  

 
LEARN ABOUT THE TOP 5 INSIDE. 
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EXPECTATIONS OF CONVENIENCE 

Mobile users want access to the applications and data they need  

to do their job, anywhere, anytime, from any device. They also want  

convenient access. Memorizing a random 30-digit password that 

changes weekly simply doesn’t offer the ease-of-use these users  

have grown accustomed to in the consumer arena.  

 

Most of the mainstream consumer apps, such as Facebook and  

Mint, give users the option to take advantage of push notifications  

and fingerprint readers such as Touch ID for iPhone or biometrics  

on Android devices. By simply touching your fingertip, you are  

authenticated to your personal banking app.  

 

That level of convenience is now the norm for many users. As the  

lines of personal and workplace blur, particularly for organizations  

that embrace BYOD, IT is under growing pressure to balance security 

with end-user convenience and implement similar consumer-based  

authentication methods in the workplace for a favorable user  

experience.  

 

 

MANAGING THE BALANCE 

Push notification, fingerprint, and two-factor authentication are  

examples of consumer-based authentication methods that increasingly 

are making their way into the workplace.  

 

These methods satisfy both the users and IT by offering both  

convenient AND secure access for mobile users that are accessing  

business applications and data from their devices – either personal  

or corporate-issued. 

 

MOBILE ACCESS  

CHALLENGE #1 
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LOST OR STOLEN DEVICES 

The portability and small size of the mobile devices makes them easy 

to leave behind – and easy to steal. Surprisingly, according to a study 

from Kensington, a provider accessories for mobile devices including 

laptop security locks, “IT theft in the office ranked at 23% – almost as 

high as theft in cars and transportation (25%), and more than theft in 

airports and hotels (15%)”2  

Apple introduced capabilities in 2013 that allow users to clear their 

data and disable their phones remotely, which has cut down on 

smartphone theft. In 2014, 2.1 million Americans had their phones  

stolen compared with 3.1 million in 2013.3  

Similar to losing one’s wallet, though, it’s not the cost of device itself 

that represents the biggest loss – it’s the contents. From personal and 

corporate data that resides on the device to stored credentials and 

apps that are gateways into your corporate systems and networks, the 

loss of a mobile device can lead to lost credentials – the virtual keys to 

your corporate kingdom.  

From 2005 to 2015, nearly 41% of all data breach events were caused 

by lost devices such as laptops, tablets, and smartphones.4 

 

LOCK IT DOWN 

Mitigating unauthorized access begins with implementing protection 

that’s stronger than passwords such as multi-factor authentication  

and context-based access controls.  

In addition: use screen locks to protect device content on devices that 

are left accessible; minimize the information that resides on devices by 

using a virtual infrastructure; and use remote device wipe to remove 

sensitive information, apps, and credentials as soon as you know the 

device is lost.  

 

MOBILE ACCESS  

CHALLENGE #2 
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RISKY BEHAVIOR 

People are the weakest link in your security chain. They are prone to 

errors, susceptible to social engineering, and inclined to risky behavior 

such as credential sharing, leaving mobile devices unprotected, pass-

word reuse, and physically losing their devices. 

Users’ digital diligence with their mobile devices requires equally  

diligent user training by organizations. To mitigate mobile risk, users 

should be well-versed in spotting – and avoiding – phishing schemes. 

They should recognize the need to limit credential use and access to 

corporate systems when using unknown or open wireless networks. 

They should be aware of emerging dangers  as well, such as shoulder 

surfing, wifi eavesdropping, and juice jacking (where public charging 

stations are set up by criminals to double as a USB data connection 

that installs malware on the  devices being charged). 

Organizations contribute to risky business, too, and fall down on user 

training, best practices, and policy enforcement. Startlingly, only 38% 

of organizations proactively remove data from mobile devices when 

employees leave the company.5 This is a potential exposure if corpo-

rate data, or access to that data, are resident on those devices. 

 

A MATTER OF CONTEXT 

Risky behaviors can translate to identity issues, so countering these 

activities is critical.  

 

Identity assurance in mobile authentication relies on a number of  

technology-based measures that can reduce your exposure to risk. 

These include anomaly detection, contextual awareness (e.g., whether 

the access is from a known/registered device or an unknown  

device), and step-up authentication when something unusual is  

identified. All enable better authentication decisions with a frictionless 

user experience that help organizations know that users really are  

who they say they are. 

 

MOBILE ACCESS 

CHALLENGE #3 
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IT’S PERSONAL 

With all of its potential risks, mobility also delivers significant benefits. 

It improves productivity and helps employee retention rates, and for 

those very reasons, allowing personal devices for business (BYOD) is 

on the uptick.6 Adoption rates in North America are at 36%.7 Still,    

security is one of the biggest inhibitors of BYOD adoption.5 

Mixing personal use with business on a single device increases the 

chance of risk from human endpoints. Password reuse that crosses 

from personal apps such as social networking sites to business apps 

such as VPN gateways is an obvious risk. Organizations themselves, 

though, are contributing to their own exposure by lacking in a few 

critical areas, including policy.  

According to Ponemon Institute’s State of Mobile Application Insecurity 

study, 55% of organizations allow their employees to use and down-

load business apps on their personally owned devices; 39% allow  

employees to use their personal mobile apps on company-assigned 

mobile devices.8  

 

WORK VS. PLAY 

Policies (and their enforcement) are critical to mitigating risk from 

BYOD. According to the Ponemon study, 55% say their organizations 

do not have a policy that defines acceptable use of apps in the work-

place.8 Half of the respondents in the same study say the use of  

mobile apps by their employees affects their organization’s security 

risk posture.  

Coupled with a strong IT policy, multi-factor authentication that      

extends to mobile access, especially from personal devices, helps to 

verify user identities. 

 

MOBILE ACCESS 

CHALLENGE #4 
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MOBILE APPS 

There will be 11.6 billion mobile-connected devices by 2021.9 With  

its significant benefits and strong user following, mobile’s growth isn’t 

surprising. Neither should the attention mobile is getting from cyber-

criminals. Opportunistic by nature, criminals are retargeting attacks 

and tactics previously aimed at desktop users to the mobile arena – 

including social engineering and malware-infected apps.10  

“Malvertising,” which involves mobile ads being used as part of an 

attack, as well as browser-based device attacks and data-stealing    

Trojans are becoming more prolific and sophisticated.  

Unfortunately, business apps may be at higher risk of attack since,   

according to the study by Ponemon Institute, developers often  

neglect security when building mobile apps. Top reasons cited by the 

study include rush-to-release pressures, a lack of QA and testing  

procedures, and a lack of clear security requirements.8 

 

STEP IT UP 

Similar to the precautions outlined for BYOD, organizations must focus 

their efforts on policies and procedures to help control the types of 

apps that are acceptable for use in the workplace.  

Employees involved in business app development should be trained  

in mobile security awareness, with efforts redoubled around QA and  

security requirements. 

An overarching security strategy that includes strong multi-factor  

authentication – with options to cover a variety of use cases – should 

be a requirement for mobile endpoints that store sensitive corporate 

data and/or that have access to corporate systems.  

 

MOBILE ACCESS 

CHALLENGE #5 
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ON THE ROAD TO MOBILE SECURITY 

Today’s mobile devices, while convenient, present a host of unique  

and growing risks. Access to unprotected corporate and customer  

data stored on the device, or to corporate systems through an app 

gateway, can be the open door a criminal needs to enter your network 

undetected and mount a successful attack.  

 

How do you know your users really are who they say they are?  

 

Modern authentication and identity assurance solutions such as RSA 

SecurID® Access provide identity and access assurance, and offer  

multiple convenient and secure ways to authenticate all of your users, 

analyze their behavior and context, and automate their levels of access 

from anywhere and any device. 

 

There’s no better time to secure your mobile access than right now.  

 

VISIT RSA.COM/TRYSECURID  
TO SIGN UP FOR A FREE TRIAL 
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MOBILE ACCESS 

SUMMING IT UP 

https://information.rsa.com/SecurID-Access-General-Trial-Request.html


 

REIMAGINE YOUR IDENTITY STRATEGY  
WITH RSA 

RSA offers business-driven security solutions that uniquely link business  

context with security incidents to help organizations manage risk and protect 

what matters most. RSA solutions are designed to effectively detect and  

respond to advanced attacks; manage user identities and access; and reduce 

business risk, fraud and cybercrime. RSA protects millions of users around  

the world, is a recognized leader in six Gartner Magic Quadrants, and helps 

more than 94% of Fortune 500 companies thrive in an uncertain, high-risk 

world.  

For more information, go to www.rsa.com. 
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